How to: Accept your WSU Admission Offer

1. Log into myWSU. This can be found at https://my.wsu.edu:
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2. Once logged in look for the Homepage arrow in the top-center of the screen as shown below:

![Homepage Arrow](image2)
3. When this is clicked on a drop down menu should appear with listings of: *Homepage*, *Student Homepage*, and *Applicant Homepage*. You should select Applicant Homepage (Highlighted in yellow below):

![Dropdown menu](image)

4. When *Applicant Homepage* is selected it will bring you to the Applicant Homepage screen. You will want to select the Tasks Tile (circled below):
5. After you have clicked on the Tasks Tile it will bring you to your To-Do List (This list will be more important further into your career as a student). Your acceptance/denial action should be listed here. All you will need to do click on the Task title and that should expand to the action line allowing you to accept or deny your admission offer from Washington State University:
Thank you & Go Cougs,

WSU Graduate School